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ALL the PCR tests being done on people all over the world reflect
NOTHING about illness, infection, contagion, or transmission

The whole scam just fell apart:
COVID test, overwhelming number
of false positives

By Jon Rappoport —— Bio and Archives--September 1, 2020
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ccording to The New York Times, potentially 90 percent of those who have tested
positive for COVID-19 have such insignificant amounts of the virus present in
their bodies that such individuals do not need to isolate nor are they candidates
for contact tracing. Leading public health experts are now concerned that

overtesting is responsible for misdiagnosing a huge number of people with harmless amounts of
the virus in their systems.” (Townhall)

“‘Most of these people are not likely to be contagious…’ warns The Times.”

The issue appears to be the ballooning sensitivity of the
PCR test
(To read about Jon’s mega-collection, The Matrix Revealed, click here.)

Yes, that’s what the NY Times is confessing (8/29):

“Some of the nation’s leading public health experts are raising a new
concern in the endless debate over coronavirus testing in the United
States: The standard tests are diagnosing huge numbers of people
who may be carrying relatively insignificant amounts of the virus.  Most
of these people are not likely to be contagious…”

“In three sets of testing data…compiled by officials in Massachusetts,
New York and Nevada, up to 90 percent of people testing positive
carried barely any virus, a review by The Times found.”

Let me break this down for you, because it’s a lot worse than the Times admits.  The rabbit hole
goes much deeper—-and I’ve been reporting on the deeper facts for months.

The issue appears to be the ballooning sensitivity of the PCR test.  It’s so sensitive that it picks
up inconsequential tiny, tiny amounts of virus that couldn’t harm a flea—-and it calls these
amounts “positive.”

Therefore, millions of people are labeled “positive/infected” who carry so little virus that no harm
would come to them or anyone they come in contact with.

That would be bad enough.  But the truth is, the PCR test is not able to produce ANY reliable
number that reflects how much virus a person is carrying.  A lot, a little, it doesn’t matter.

The test has never been validated, in a large-scale study, for the ability to quantify the amount of
virus a person is carrying.  I’ve proposed how that study should be done IN THE REAL WORLD,
NOT IN THE LAB.

ALL the PCR tests being done on people all over the
world reflect NOTHING about illness, infection,
contagion, or transmission
You take 1000 people and remove tissue samples from them.  A lab puts these samples through
its PCR and announces which virus it found in each case and how much virus it found in each
case.

It says: “All right, in patients 23, 46, 76, 89, 265 we found a high amount of virus.”

That should mean these particular patients are visibly sick.  They will have obvious clinical
symptoms.  Why?  Because actual illness requires millions of millions of a virus replicating in the
body.

So now we unblind these particular patients with high amounts of virus, according to the PCR. 
Are they, in fact, sick?  Or are they running marathons and swimming five miles a day?  Let’s
see.  For real.

THIS VALIDATION OF THE PCR HAS NEVER BEEN DONE.

Therefore, the claim that the PCR can determine how much virus is in a human is completely
and utterly unproven.  Period.

Therefore, ALL the PCR tests being done on people all over the world reflect NOTHING about
illness, infection, contagion, or transmission.

 

The scam is wall to wall
The scam is wall to wall.

But there’s more.

The PCR isn’t even testing for a particular virus in the first place.  It’s using a piece of RNA
assumed to be part of a virus.  The assumption is unproven.

And finally, as I’ve been writing and demonstrating for months, there is no evidence that
researchers used proper procedure to discover “a new coronavirus that is causing a pandemic.”

Therefore, the PCR test, as worthless as it already is, aims to show the presence of a germ that
has never been shown to exist.

But let’s lock down the planet, destroy economies and untold numbers of lives in the process.

Jon Rappoport -- Bio and Archives
The author of three explosive collections, THE MATRIX REVEALED, EXIT FROM THE MATRIX,
and POWER OUTSIDE THE MATRIX, Jon was a candidate for a US Congressional seat in the
29<sup>th</sup> District of California. He maintains a consulting practice for private clients, the
purpose of which is the expansion of personal creative power. Nominated for a Pulitzer Prize, he
has worked as an investigative reporter for 30 years, writing articles on politics, medicine, and
health for CBS Healthwatch, LA Weekly, Spin Magazine, Stern, and other newspapers and
magazines in the US and Europe. Jon has delivered lectures and seminars on global politics,
health, logic, and creative power to audiences around the world. You can sign up for his free
NoMoreFakeNews emails hereor his free OutsideTheRealityMachine emails here.
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Moleculist

Let's also not forget that CDC just released comorbidity �gures on people 
who supposedly died with Covid (although many not even tested for it). 
Number 1 comorbidity? In�uenza-pneumonia. Yup, the number one thing 
that �nishes o� old people is in�uenza pneumonia and isn't it convenient 
that it presents exactly the same symptoms that are considered Covid--an 
enormous scam.
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D3F1ANT

We �nd out more amd more of what a scam Covid is and yet we still wear 
masks and shut down businesses!
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stormi42

Ah yes, the endless testing, if at �rst you pass, test again, until you 
don&#39;t! What exactly is teh goal, what pathogen might they be 
implanting? Might the worst be yet to come, in the form of some fatal 
disease or sterility?  Might the virus be much more fragile, until mixed with 
testing media or vaccine? One thing certain, they want the economy shut 
down until they can get all the serfs in gulags. Population control is the end 
game, as said at a taped meeting with Gates, &#34;Vaccines are the way to 
go.&#34; He says he is working on mutated mosquitoes to infect all 
manner of tracking and other vaccines into people outside! Guess the 
hundreds of thousands he paralyzed or killed in India before he was kicked 
out and the like number in Afria was not enough for him and his vaccine 
testing.
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If the whole world is participating in a hoax, it&#39;s already too late to 
stop them. Means they are ready to make their big move, and clearly 
that&#39;s what&#39;s happening. They&#39;ve been planning this for 
decades, thousands of people or even millions, and you&#39;re kidding 
yourself if you think they don&#39;t have it all worked out. While I may not 
have the ultimate solution, I&#39;m heavily preparing and ready to leave 
the city when the time comes.
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ButchfromFL Edited

Jon, there are so many crooked hands in this PlanDemic like Comrade 
Fuaci, Birx, Gates WHO etc that was done for PURE �nancial gain. The 
HDYX pill will now be there to stop this scam depriving these tyrants of 
their pro�ts. Trump will win in spite of the scam, but watch these bastards 
will still want MANDATORY vaccines. MAGA !!
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Mick

as long as Trump is president, vaccines won&#39;t be manditory at 
the Federal level. Neither will masks
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Henry

Let&#39;s not forget the H1N1 , or swine �u, that Obummer failed to do 
anything about.
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Mick

yah but but but but but, that was ok, because it was Obama.
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Ace

what I think is the cabal of leftists who have been lying about this should 
be arrested, tried, then executed.
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Lucia

We are so stuck in the �nding evidence game,  that we overlook the fact 
that these people just dont give a sheit.. what we think or know to be the 
truth.
It is now time to say we might not know everything but it&#39;s a scam 
and has past the scam test with �ying colors, so what are we going to do 
about it.
Sitting and waiting for more evidence  till you are 300% sure never stopped 
a serial killer in his trecks... let alone an organisation of eugenicists.
Time to take action and bury our cowardice in the face of an overdose of 
evidence!!!
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